
 
 

GRANDPARENTS CUT DOWN ON ESSENTIALS TO FORK OUT £932 MILLION(1) TO 

HELP FAMILIES AFFORD CHRISTMAS 

 

 Four in ten (43%) grandparents help their families to finance Christmas, with 36% of them 

making sacrifices to compensate 

 Those making sacrifices are forced to change their spending priorities; action being taken 

includes turning the heating off or down in winter (64%) and cutting back on weekly shopping 

(66%) 

 Average expenditure by grandparents at Christmas is approximately equal to December’s State 

Pension (£550.35)(2)  

 Throughout the year, grandparents spend a staggering £35bn supporting their families financially 

– over and above what they spend on Christmas(3) 

 

A study from Scottish Widows’ independent think tank, The Centre for the Modern Family, reveals four in 

ten (43%) grandparents help their families to fund the festive season, spending a collective £932 million. 

More than a third (36%) of them make sacrifices to compensate for the extra expenditure at Christmas.  

 

The Silver Supporters report, the second chapter of this year’s series looking at later life finances, reveals 

that grandparents contribute on average almost £140 towards decorations, festive food and gifts to ease 

the burden on their relatives. This is in addition to spending more than £400 on gifts of their own for 

children and grandchildren, bringing total expenditure to almost £550 – equivalent to the average 

December State Pension payment.  

 

However, one quarter (24%) of grandparents admit they feel more financial strain every year and did not 

expect to support their family as much as they do. As a result, grandparents have been forced to 

reprioritise what they’re spending their money on to compensate for extra outgoings at Christmas. Of 

those who have made sacrifices (36%), action ranges from not treating themselves (90%) to more severe 

action such as turning the heating off or down (64%) and selling possessions (32%).  
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Sacrifices made to cover the cost of Christmas  
Percentage (based on 

those who have had to 
make sacrifices) 

Held off on buying treats for themselves until the festive season is 
over 

90% 

Cut back on other expenditure (e.g. buying new clothes) 87% 

Dipped into their savings to help cover costs 79% 

Cut down on their weekly food shop 66% 

Turned their heating off/down 64% 

Sacrificed going on holiday this year 55% 

Sold their possessions 32% 

 

All too aware of the financial pressures facing younger generations, two fifths (41%) of grandparents 

admit they feel compelled to contribute because their family could not afford Christmas otherwise. 

Almost three in ten (29%) also believe that without help, their family would not be able to get together at 

all.   

 

Grandparent support is not just for Christmas  

Additional research (3) found that providing financial support at Christmas is symptomatic of a bigger 

financial burden. Older generations contribute almost £35bn throughout the year to keep their families 

afloat; 15% make regular payments to their children to help cover the cost of rent, mortgages and 

household bills.  

 

Individual grandparents say they fork out financial help to the tune of over £2,200 a year, although the 

vast majority (85%) did not make provision for these outgoings. More than half (53%) feel under financial 

stress – 14% say this is a direct result of giving financial support to children and grandchildren. 

 

Jane Curtis, Chair of Scottish Widows’ Centre for the Modern Family and non-exec director of Scottish 

Widows Board, said: “Our latest research shows a worrying trend of increased financial pressure on 

grandparents at this time of year. It’s concerning, although unfortunately a rising reality, that some 

grandparents are making a conscious decision to prioritise Christmas for the family over essentials like 

food and heating. 

 

“Money can be a difficult subject to discuss at any time of year but unless families have open and honest 

conversations, it’s difficult to create a two-way-street and support one another. We’d encourage anyone 

who is feeling financial pressures to talk about it with their family, and / or seek help and advice from 

organisations such as Citizens Advice and Money Advice Service.” 



 
 

ENDS 

Notes to editor: 

(1) According to research of 1,002 UK grandparents, carried out by Opinium between 9 and 13 November 2017. 

Figure calculated by comparing the number of grandparents in the UK (15,832,786) by the percentage of 

grandparents who contribute to their family financially at Christmas (43%, equalling 6,731,304) and multiplying 

this by the average amount spent on decorations, food and helping to buy gifts for the family (£138.39) to equal 

£931,566,659. (There are 15,832,786 grandparents in the UK (based on the fact that 612 survey respondents out 

of 2001 said they have grandchildren). 

(2) Average spend by grandparents on buying presents for children and grandchildren, and helping cover the costs of 

presents for grandchildren, decorations and festive food is £546.73 – the more than four weeks of the full state 

pension at £122.30 a week. Those who retired after 6 April 2016 receive a higher rate of £159.55. 

(3) Figure calculated based on a nationally representative Opinium survey of 2,000+ UK adults (aged 18 and over) 

carried out between 14 and 20 April 2017. Findings show that grandparents spend £183.67 a month or £2,204.09 

a year.  

 

About the report 

Silver Supporters is the second chapter to be published by the Scottish Widows’ Centre for the Modern Family this year, 

exploring the financial support grandparents in the UK are providing to their families, especially around the Christmas 

season. It follows on from The Cost of Care, which was published in August 2017.  

 

The Centre for the Modern Family is a ground-breaking think tank, set up by Scottish Widows to examine and improve our 

understanding of the family in the 21st century. Society is changing significantly and today’s families come in all shapes and 

sizes. By understanding how family life is changing, Scottish Widows aims to help families plan a secure future.  

 

Follow the Centre for the Modern Family on Twitter: @4modernfamily 
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